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Intramural Wiffle ball will be played by the following rules. Team
captains are responsible for the ensuring the eligibility and conduct of all team players. Every
participant is responsible for following the rules and regulations outlined in the Intramural
Handbook. For more information and to download the handbook visit:
www.imleagues.com/hamlineuniversity

General Provisions
A. All games will be officiated by Intramural Officials.

a. IM Game Officials will manage game clock, make all calls on the field and report a
sportsmanship rating for each team following the game. In rare occasions, a
player from each team may be required to run the clock and keep score.

b. Officials have the authority to eject players from the game for flagrant fouls,
misconduct, abusive behavior towards other staff, participants, and spectators,
or any other situation that requires such action. Harassment of officials, players,
and spectators will not be tolerated and may result in removal from intramural
participation!

B. Only Hamline University students, faculty, and staff members are eligible to participate.
Any combination of men and women are allowed on a team. No current (2013-2014)
Baseball or Softball athletes are eligible to play. A Player is only allowed to play on one
team during the entire league period.

C. ALL PLAYERS MUST PRESENT their Hamline University ID card in order to participate.

D. Uniforms:
a. Teams are recommended to wear similar color jerseys/t-shirts.
b. Baseball Caps are allowed during games.
c. All loose jewelry must be removed during a game (necklace, watch earring,

etc.).
d. Shirts or tee-shirts must be worn at all times during games.

E. Wiffle ball bats and Wiffle balls will be handed to teams at the time of their assigned
match.

Other Rules and Regulations
F. In order to participate in playoffs, players must engage in ONE game during the regular

season.
G. Captains are responsible for updating the roster with any additions to their team. All

members must be listed on the IMLeagues team roster prior to participation.
H. Each team is responsible for the conduct of the individual members of the team and

spectators.
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Rules of the Game:
Teams will be allowed a maximum of 6 players on the Wiffleball field at one time.

A minimum of 4 players are needed to start a game.  If a team falls below 4 players
during the game, that team will default the game if they are unable to find another
member of the team to participate.

Games will be 5 innings or 30 minutes long. Each team will get a last “at bat” in order to
have a fair opportunity  to play and score before the end of the game.

The "Mercy Rule" is as follows: 10 or more runs after 3 innings.

Teams are only allowed to score a maximum of 10 runs in an inning.  If a team reaches the
maximum amount of runs in an inning the team will automatically switch to defense.

Offense:



● Teams are responsible for maintaining the same batting line-up.
● Players will get a chance to bat the ball to make an advance toward the bases.
● Batter must take full swings. NO BUNTING ALLOWED!
● Batter must NOT throw the bat after the ball is hit or it will result in an automatic

out.
● Hitting the back wall/curtain is an automatic homerun.
● Leading off and stealing bases is an automatic out.
● Base runners are not allowed to slide or dive to advance bases. A base runner

will be declared out if a slide or dive occurs.
● A Base runner hit by a hit ball will be out.
● Hit ball must advance past the “No Play Zone” or it will be considered a foul ball.
●  A Base runner  hit by a ball thrown by a defensive player will result in an advance

to the next base.
● A Base runner who passes the “Runner Point of No Return” (see diagram above)

must run to home plate.

Making an Out: 
● Catching a fly ball, fair or foul.  
● Receiving 3 strikes is an out.   
● 2 foul tips/foul balls with 2 strikes already on the batter will be an out.

Pitching:
● Intramural official will pitch for both teams.
● The official must pitch the same to both teams.
● The official is not allowed to switch pitching styles during a game.
● If a ball hits the pitcher, the play will be dead and there will be replay.
● The Chumash Net/Catcher Zone (see diagram above) will be marked with a

strike zone (k-zone).
Defense:

● A ball that hits a wall, curtain, or ceiling in foul territory may not be caught on the
fly for an out.

● A ball that hits the wall, curtain, or ceiling in fair territory may be caught on the
fly for an out.

● A fielder may take the running player with the ball for an out. NO throwing the
ball at the player.

● A fielder may throw the ball at any part of the Chumash Net/Catcher Zone to
make a force out at home plate.

● The ball may be thrown at any part of the Chumash Net/Catcher Zone for an out
if the runner has past the “Runner Point of No Return” line.

*If the ball is thrown at the Chumash Net/Catcher Zone and misses the net, the play is dead and
each runner may advance one (1) base.
*If the ball is thrown at the Chumash Net/ Catcher Zone and makes an out, the play is dead and all
base runners may not advance to the next base.


